Abstract-This paper presents the full order observers design for linear time delay systems with unknown inputs. A new method generalizing those existing in the literature is developed, the unknown inputs are present in both the state and the measurement equations. Conditions for the existence of these observers are given and sufficient conditions for the stability independent of delays are derived using linear matrixinequality (LMI) formulation. The independent of internal delay and independent of delay cases are also presented. A numerical example is presented to illustrate our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time delay systems are frequently encountered in industrial applications, such as chemical processes, thermal and hydraulic systems [1] , [2] , [3] . Recently , a great interest has been devoted to the stability, the stabilization, the control and the observers design for delay systems. The control is often realized with the assumption that the entire state vector is available trough output measurement. Since this is not generally true in the practice, it is necessary to design observers which produce an estimate of this state vector.
Observers for delay systems with known inputs problem has been investigated over the years and several design methods have been proposed ( see [4] - [7] and references therein ). The observers for systems with unknown inputs are of great interest in the failure detection and the control of systems in presence of disturbances [8] . The problem of unknown inputs observers for linear systems with delay has been recently considered [9] - [11] , [13] . In [9] the method of unknown input observer for free delay systems has been extended to linear time delay systems by using a polynomial approach. The dynamic gain Luenberger-type observer was proposed in [10] . In [13] a new method for the observers design for linear time delay systems with unknown inputs has been proposed, however the proposed observer is dependent of derivative of the output. In all these works, the unknown inputs are only present in the state equation.
In this paper, a new method for the full orders observers design for time-delay systems with unknown inputs is presented. The unknown inputs are present in both the state and the measurement equations. Conditions for the existence of
The author is with Centre de Recherche en Automatique de Nancy (CRAN -UMR 7039), Nancy -Université − CNRS, IUT de Longwy, 186 rue de Lorraine 54400 Cosnes et Romain, FRANCE darouach@iut-longwy.uhp-nancy.fr these observers are derived . Their stability is studied and a linear matrix-inequality (LMI) formulation is presented. The particular cases where the observer is independent of internal delay and of delay are also considered.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following linear differential-delay system with unknown inputṡ
, and where x(t) ∈ IR n is the state vector, u(t) ∈ IR m is the known input vector, d(t) ∈ IR q is the unknown input vector, and y(t) ∈ IR p is the measurement vector output, τ is the timedelay of the system satisfying 0 ≤ τ (t) ≤ τ 0 and 0 ≤ τ (t) ≤ τ 1 < 1. Matrices A,A d , B, C,F , and G are real and of appropriate dimensions.
Consider the following full order observer for system (1)
n is the state vector and x(t) ∈ IR n is the estimate of x(t). N, N d , D, D d , H, and E are unknown matrices of appropriate dimensions, which must be determined such that x(t) asymptotically converges to x(t).
Now define e(t) as the error between x(t) and its estimate x(t) as
where
The dynamic of this error is given by:
Then it is easy to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Observer(2) will estimate (asymptotically) x(t) if the following conditions hold:
III. MAIN RESULTS

A. General case
In this section a new method is presented to design observer (2) for system (1) and its existence and stability conditions are given.
From theorem 1, the design of the observer (2) is reduced to find the matrices N , N d , D,D d , E, and H so that conditions i) − vii) are satisfied. Now using the definition of Φ, equations ii)-vi) can be written as
Under the constraint
F 0 0 0 The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the solution of (7) can then be given by the following lemma.
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the solution to (7) is
Proof: From the general solution of linear matrix equations [12] , there exists a solution to (7) if and only if:
where M + 1 is the generalized inverse matrix of M 1 . Equation (9) is also equivalent to
which leads to the condition (8) Under (8), the solution of (7) is given by
where Z is an arbitrary matrix, which can be determined such that the observer is asymptotically stable. Now from the above results, matrices N and N d are given by
and
Under condition (8) and from the above results, the observer error dynamic can be written aṡ
Now the problem of observer (2) design is reduced to the determination of the matrix parameter Z such that condition i) of theorem 1 is satisfied.
Before giving the stability conditions of the obtained observer we can give the following lemma. under condition (8) there exists a matrix parameter Z such that N is Hurwitz if and only if
Proof: From the expression of N , we have N is Hurwitz if and only if the pair (B 1 , A 1 ) is detectable or equivalently
Now it is easy to see that (17) is equivalent to
where we have used the fact that
. Which proves the lemma. Now we can give the independent of delay conditions for the stability of the observer.
Theorem 2: Suppose that conditions (8) and (17) are satisfied. Then there exists an asymptotically stable unknown input observer of the form (2), if there exist matrices 0 < P = P T , 0 < Q = Q T , and Y satisfying the following LMI:
(20) with Q τ = (1 − τ 1 )Q, and the parameter matrix Z is given by Z = P −1 Y .
Proof: Easy to prove from the use of the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional [6] :
V (e, t) = e T (t)P e(t) + t t−τ e T (θ)Qe(θ)dθ whereP = P T > 0 and Q = Q T > 0. By differentiating V (e, t) along the solution of equation i) of theorem 1 we obtaiṅ V (e, t) = e T (t) P N + N T P + Q e(t)
using the fact thatτ ≤ τ 1 we obtainV (e, t) ≤ e(t)
IfV (e, t) < 0, when e(t) e(t − τ ) = 0 then e(t) −→ 0 as t −→ ∞ and i) of theorem 1 is satisfied. From (22), V (e, t) < 0 if
substituting the values of N and N d in this LMI we obtain the result of the theorem.
If the delay τ is constant we obtain the following corollary. Suppose that conditions (8) and (17) are satisfied. Then there exists an asymptotically stable unknown input observer of the form (2), if there exist matrices 0 < P = P T , 0 < Q = Q T , and Y satisfying the following LMI:
B. Independent of internal delay observers
In this section we present the application of the above results to the particular case where the observer (2) is independent of internal delay (case where N d = 0). If N d = 0, the observer (2) becomes an independent of internal delay functional observer:
(25b) Define the following matrices:
In this case conditions of lemma 1 and lemma 2 become
Then we obtain
The matrix parameter Z 2 can be obtained from any pole placement method.
C. Independent of delay observers
In this section we present the application of the above results to the particular case where the observer (2) is independent of delay ( case where N d = 0 and D d = 0). This case corresponds to treat the delayed part of the system as a disturbance, and can be solved from the standard problem. In fact, in this case, observer (2) becomeṡ
(28b) Then equation (7) can be written as
The conditions of lemma 1 and lemma 2 become
(30) These conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence and stability of the independent of delay observers.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To illustate the above results, consider the system of [13] with A = −1 0
From the above results we obtain V. CONCLUSION In this paper a new method for the full order observers design for linear time-delay systems with unknown inputs has been developed. The obtained results generalize the existing results. Conditions for the existence of these observers are given. The sufficient conditions for the stability are derived using an LMI formulation, and necessary and sufficient conditions for the independent of internal delay and independent of delay observers are presented.
